
Wildcards: ETU Bonus Edges 
By Clint Black and Jordan Caves-Callarman 
 
 
In Wildcards: ETU, each of the players gained one of these Edges secretly after being unlocked by the Alumni Association 
(chat). As of this release, when (or if) they learn of them remains to be seen. Viewers may have seen clues to these 
Edges though as early as the second episode. We’ve listed the name of the character above the Edge they received. 
 
Other Game Masters can make these Edges openly available to their players if they like or perhaps use them as a 
guideline for their own secret Edges. Three of them specifically tie to the character’s Hindrances instead of Edges or 
other Traits. That’s a great way to make a secret Edge feel more personal and give a character a benefit from something 
which normally hinders them. Just be sure it doesn’t negate the effect of the Hindrance (that’s just buying it off) but 
offers a different effect built off the concept. 
 
Good luck and now… Class is in session! 
 
Jordan and Clint 
 



 

Edges 
 

Calvin Everett Jr. played by Gaurav Gulati 

 
Haunted Car 
Requirements: Novice 
 
Her name may not be Christine, but some spirit is haunting your car. Fortunately, it's a spirit that likes you. She typically 
tries to communicate warnings using the vehicle's systems. Lights may flash or the AC might grow much colder or hotter 
when danger is near. Sometimes, the warnings may be more direct with the radio changing to a song linked to the 
specific danger (usually one popular when the ghost was alive), or the defroster might fog up the windshield to reveal a 
message in the condensation. 
 
Occasionally, the spirit's assistance may not appear helpful to the owner. For instance, it might show disapproval with a 
date by making the AC grow frigid or sweltering (but only where she is sitting), or the accelerator might stick forcing the 
driver through a red light when the ghost knows they need to hurry. 
 
If the car has a Glitch, it may represent an effect of the haunting or an aspect of the vehicle the spirit can’t control. 
 
[This is like the Possessed result on the Used Car Glitches Table from East Texas University, but with a helpful spirit 
rather than a troublesome one.] 
 

Adelaide Blackwood played by Meghan Caves 

 
Hellfire & Damnation 
Requirements: Novice, Cursed 
 
There is some kind of demonic taint in your character's bloodline. Perhaps an ancestor made a deal with an infernal 
being or maybe one of your ancestors is such a being. Regardless of the specific reason, this grants her +4 Toughness 
against fire and heat damage, and +4 to rolls made to resist opposed rolls or effects of that type. She’s generally immune 
to all but the most intense fire and heat background effects (but not attacks) as well. She could enter a burning building 
at no risk, for example, but still suffer burns with an encounter involving lava. 
 

Josh Sawyer played by Jordan Pridgen 

 
"I Heard About That!" 
Requirements: Novice, Party Animal, Notice d6+, Persuasion d6+ 
 
Your favorite sentence at a party is, "That's so interesting!" You love hearing people's stories, even if other folks think 
they're boring. Joke's on them, ‘cause when you need to know what's happening in the world, there's a chance you 
heard about it at a party. 
 
If you fail a Common Knowledge roll (unless it's a Critical Failure), you get a free reroll. Additionally, after attending a few 
parties in an area, you are considered familiar with the location as you pick up basic knowledge from the locals. 
 



Rhan Stevens played by Dom Zook 

 
“That's Not Normal?” 
Requirements: Novice, Clueless 
 
Your character is so unfamiliar with the world, he has a hard time telling the difference between the ordinary and the 
outlandish. To him, a chupacabra may seem more "normal" than a camel. This means when faced with a frightening 
situation, he's less prone to extreme reactions and almost never permanently affected. If he fails a Fear Check, the Dean 
rolls 2d8 for the Fear Table result rather than 1d20. If your character also has the Fearless Edge, he rolls 2d4 for the 
result! 
 
To see these Edges in action and how they’re secretly integrated into the game, check out Wildcards every Friday 
starting at 8pm Pacific time on twitch.tv/savingthrowshow. 
 
 
This game references the Savage Worlds game system, available from Pinnacle Entertainment Group at 
www.peginc.com. Savage Worlds and all associated logos and trademarks are copyrights of Pinnacle 
Entertainment Group. Used with permission. Pinnacle makes no representation or warranty as to the quality, 
viability, or suitability for purpose of this product. 
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